(TWEAT) is to graphically display the effects of glass composition on TWEAT can be used in the PNL Vitrification Technology Development Project to help decide ifselected combinations ofwaste, frit and (optionally) recycle streams will produce a glass melt and final glass productthatmeet specifiedprocessinganddurabilitycriteria. TWEAT is currently a useful tool for glass design activities. With minor modifications, TWEAT can provide valuable input for Low Level Waste glassification efforts whether done by Hanford or through privatization.
-
The largest efforttn F Y '95 was devoted to updating the models in TWEAT to non-linear ones as found in the Composition Variability Study (CVS)-11 Phase 3 worW. The solutiodplotting algorithms were designed to be general so that second-order, temperature dependent, or other expressions yet to be developed could be displayed by TWEAT with minimal internal code revisions. These general plotting algorithms currently apply to the binary window only.
Significant accoWishmen~
The binary window and it's associated input/output screens were created to answer user criticisms that the only valid part of the Ternary diagram was the Waste/Frit axis. Addition of the Binary plotting capabilities provdes a tool which is now more useful to the glass formulation activities.
Another focus of FY '95 development was the interf'ace between the Macintosh based TWEAT and the Sun SparcStation based Optimal The find activity for ET95 was preparing this letter report.
These efforts satisfy the statement of work for this activity. 
.O Introduction
The user assuxnes a l l risks in using this application. At its simplest, TWEAT takes a given glass composition and plots tKe value of at least one property constraint of that glass on a binsuy diagram. The compositions of the glass formers are supplied by the user and the property constraints to plot are selected from a list (actually the same list as for the ternary diagram).
There are therefore at least two windows to navigate before a binaxy diagram can be generated; the user must specie the composition of the waste and frit and also select at least one constraint. The patterns are displayed when the current monitor is in black and white, otherwise M A T uses colors to distinguish between the selected constraints. The selected constraints will be followed by the numerical value of the constraint which was entered at the Constraint Selection window.
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The legend boxes at the top ofthe binary diagram function as toggle switches so any particular constraint c a n be tuIped on or off. This is functionally equivalent to selecting constraints in the Constraint Selection window. Note ------ 
The Apple Menu
Displays the TWEAT splash screen (aka the credits, or 'the bird' screen).
Opens and activates TWEATs on-line
Closes all open windows and resets.
TWEAT to its default state.
Opens a data file previouslysavedfrom fibout TWEAT.,.
TWEAT'95 Help
The File Menu
TWEAT.
Closes the topmost window. 
Savesthecontentsoftheliertex Data

Window Reference
The "About" Window, aka Credits Screen 
Constraint Selection Window
The Constraint Selecfion window allows the user to select which property constraints to plot in the 6 I ass Prop e rt i e s P IO t window (i.e., either the binary or the ternary diagram). . .
NCAW
Frf t
Glass Composition Range Plot
The Glass Compo- 
